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1 Introduction
Measurements are reported of Z boson production1 at the LHCb experiment in proton-
proton collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV. The analysis uses a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 29411 pb 1 and considers events where the boson decays either to a dimuon
or a dielectron nal state. The two nal states oer statistically independent samples
with largely independent systematic uncertainties. The analysis is performed using similar
methods to previous LHCb measurements of electroweak boson production at lower pp
collision energies [1{5]. The LHCb detector measures particle production in the forward
region; the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have reported similar measurements at
p
s =
13 TeV [6, 7] in a dierent kinematic region.
1The label Z boson is dened to include the eects of virtual photon production and interference terms.
The terms electron and muon are also used to refer to both matter and anti-matter species of the particles.
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Measurements of electroweak gauge boson production are benchmark tests of Stan-
dard Model processes at hadron colliders, and are of interest for constraining the parton
distribution functions (PDFs) that describe the structure of the proton. Because of the
longitudinal boost required for a Z boson to be produced in the forward region, LHCb
results are particularly sensitive to eects at low and high values of Bjorken-x [8], and have
been used to constrain global PDF ts [9{11]. The
p
s = 13 TeV pp collisions allow LHCb
to access lower values of x than previous measurements at 7 and 8 TeV. In addition, the
boson transverse momentum (pT) and 

 distributions can be used to test Monte Carlo
modelling of additional higher-order radiation that arises from quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD). The  variable [12] is dened as   tan(acop=2)= cosh(=2), where the
acoplanarity angle acop    depends on the dierence in azimuthal angle of the two
leptons, , and  is the dierence in pseudorapidity of the two leptons. This variable
probes similar physics to that probed by the boson transverse momentum, but with better
experimental resolution.
The ducial region used for the results presented here is the same as in previous mea-
surements of Z boson production at LHCb [1{5, 13]. Both nal-state leptons are required
to have pT > 20 GeV and pseudorapidity 2:0 <  < 4:5.
2 The invariant mass of the dilepton
pair, m(``), is required to be in the range 60 < m(``) < 120 GeV. The measurements are
corrected for nal-state radiation to the Born level in quantum electrodynamics (QED),
allowing direct comparison of the results in the muon and electron nal states, which are
reported separately in bins of the boson rapidity, yZ, of 

 and, using the dimuon events,
as a function of the boson pT. Cross-sections integrated over the ducial region (ducial
cross-sections) are also determined using both nal states. These are then averaged into a
single measurement of the Z! `` ducial cross-section in ps = 13 TeV pp collisions.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [14, 15] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5, primarily designed for the study of particles contain-
ing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a
silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip
detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and
three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the mag-
net. The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, of charged particles
with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV.
The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex, the impact parameter, is measured
with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where the pT is measured in GeV. Dierent types
of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting
of scintillating-pad (SPD) and preshower (PS) detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) and a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Muons are identied by a system composed
of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
2This article uses natural units with c = 1.
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The online event selection is performed by a trigger, which consists of a hardware stage,
based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage,
which applies a full event reconstruction. The analysis described here uses triggers designed
to select events containing at least one muon or at least one electron. The hardware trigger
used for these studies requires that a candidate muon has pT > 6 GeV or that a candidate
electron has transverse energy ET > 2:28 GeV. Global event cuts (GEC) are applied in
the electron trigger in order to prevent events with high occupancy from dominating the
processing time: events only pass the electron trigger if they contain fewer than 450 hits
in the SPD detector. No such requirement is made within the muon trigger. The software
trigger used here selects events containing a muon candidate with pT > 12:5 GeV, or an
electron candidate with pT > 15 GeV.
The main challenge with electron reconstruction at LHCb is the energy measurement.
The calorimeters at LHCb are optimised for the study of low ET physics, and individual
cells saturate for transverse energies greater than approximately 10 GeV. Electron recon-
struction at LHCb therefore relies on accurate tracking measurements to determine the
electron momentum. However, bremsstrahlung photons are often emitted as an electron
traverses the LHCb detector, so the measured momentum does not directly correspond to
the momentum of the electron produced in the proton-proton collision. These photons are
often collinear with the electron and are detected in the same saturated calorimeter cell so
that recovery of this emitted photon energy is incomplete. Consequently LHCb accurately
determines the direction of electrons, but tends to underestimate their energy by a variable
amount, typically around 25%. Despite these challenges, the excellent angular resolution
of electrons provided by the LHCb detector means that measurements using the dielectron
nal state can be used to complement analyses of angular variables such as rapidity and
 in the dimuon nal state [2, 4].
Simulated pp collisions for the study of reconstruction eects are generated using
Pythia 8 [16, 17] with a specic LHCb conguration [18]. Decays of hadronic particles are
described by EvtGen [19], in which nal-state radiation is modelled using Photos [20].
The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are imple-
mented using the Geant4 toolkit [21, 22] as described in ref. [23].
The results reported in this article are compared to xed-order predictions calculated
within perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) determined using the FEWZ 3.1
generator [24] at O(2s), where s is the coupling strength of the strong force. These pre-
dictions do not include electroweak corrections. Predictions are made using MMHT14 [9],
NNPDF3.0 [10], and CT14 [11] PDF sets. In all cases, the factorisation and renormalisa-
tion scales are set to the Z boson mass. Uncertainties on the xed-order predictions are
evaluated by varying the factorisation and renormalisation scales independently using the
seven-point scale variation prescription [25], and combining this eect in quadrature with
the 68% CL uncertainties associated with the PDF sets and the value of s. The results
are also compared to predictions using the Monash 2013 tune of Pythia 8 [16, 17, 26]
and an updated version of the LHCb-specic Pythia 8 tune [18]. In addition, results
are compared to predictions from Powheg [27, 28] at O(s) using the NNPDF3.0 PDF
set, with the showering implemented using Pythia 8. These predictions are calculated
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using the default Powheg settings and the Pythia 8 Monash 2013 tune. The Z dier-
ential cross-section results are also compared to simulated datasets produced using Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO [29]. Dierent schemes are used to match and merge these samples.
The MLM [30] sample has leading-order accuracy for the emission of zero, one or two jets;
the FxFx [31] sample has next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy for zero- or one-jet emis-
sion; and the UNLOPS [32] sample is accurate at NLO for zero- or one-jet emission and
accurate at LO for two-jet emission. Higher jet multiplicities are generated by a parton
shower, implemented here using the Monash 2013 tune for Pythia 8.
3 Dataset and event selection
This analysis uses a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 294  11 pb 1
recorded by the LHCb experiment in pp collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV. This integrated lumi-
nosity is determined using the beam-imaging techniques described in ref. [33]. Candidates
are selected by requiring two high pT muons or electrons of opposite charge. Additional
requirements are then made to select pure samples; these and the resulting purity are now
discussed in turn for the dimuon and dielectron nal states.
3.1 Dimuon nal state
The ducial requirements outlined in section 1 are applied as selection criteria for the
dimuon nal state. In addition, the two tracks are required to satisfy quality criteria and
to be identied as muons. At least one of the muons is required to be responsible for the
event passing the hardware and software stages of the trigger. The number of selected
Z!  candidates is 43 643.
Five sources of background are investigated: heavy avour hadron decays, misidenti-
ed hadrons, Z!  decays, tt events, and WW events. Similar techniques to those used
in previous analyses are applied to quantify the contribution of each source [3, 5]. The
contribution where at least one muon is produced by the decay of heavy avour particles is
studied by selecting sub-samples where this contribution is enhanced, either by requiring
that the muons are not spatially isolated from other activity in the event, or by requiring
that the muons are not consistent with a common production point. Studies on these two
sub-samples are consistent, and the background contribution is estimated to be 180  50
events. The contribution from misidentied hadrons is evaluated from the probability with
which hadrons are incorrectly identied as muons, and is determined to be 10013 events.
Following refs. [1, 3, 5], this evaluation is made with randomly triggered data. An alter-
native estimate of the contribution from these sources is found by selecting events where
both muons have the same charge, but pass all other selection criteria. The assumption
that the charges of the selected muons are uncorrelated for these sources is validated by
conrming that the same-sign event yield is compatible with the opposite-sign event yield
in background-enriched regions. The overall number of same-sign events is 198, with the
numbers of ++ and    candidates statistically compatible with each other. The dif-
ference between this number and the sum of the hadron misidentication and heavy-avour
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contributions is assigned as an additional uncertainty on the purity estimate. The contri-
bution from Z!  decays where both  leptons subsequently decay to muons is estimated
from Pythia 8 simulation to be 30  10 events. The background from muons produced
in top-quark decays is determined from simulation normalised using the measurement of
the cross-section for top-pair production measured at the ATLAS experiment [34], and is
estimated to be 28 10 events. The background from WW decays is also determined from
the simulation and found to be negligible. Overall, the purity of the dataset is estimated
to be  = (99:2 0:2)%, consistent with purity estimates found in previous LHCb mea-
surements at lower centre-of-mass energies [3, 5]. As in these previous measurements, no
signicant variation of the purity is found as a function of the kinematic variables studied,
and so the purity is treated as constant. A systematic uncertainty associated with this
assumption is discussed in section 5.
3.2 Dielectron nal state
The dielectron nal state requires two opposite-sign electron candidates, using the same
selection criteria based on calorimeter energy deposits as previous LHCb analyses [1, 4].
Electron candidates are required to have pT > 20 GeV and 2:0 <  < 4:5. A loose require-
ment is made on the dielectron invariant mass, m(ee) > 40 GeV, since many events where
the dielectron system is produced with an invariant mass above 60 GeV may be recon-
structed at lower mass due to bremsstrahlung. Eects arising from the dierence between
the ducial acceptance and the selection requirements will be discussed in section 4.4. At
least one of the electrons is required to be responsible for the event passing the hardware
and software stages of the LHCb trigger. In total 16 395 candidates are selected.
Backgrounds are determined using similar techniques as in previous analyses [1, 4]. A
sample of same-sign ee combinations, otherwise subject to the same selection criteria
as the standard dataset, is used to provide a data-based estimate of the largest back-
grounds. Hadrons that shower early in the ECAL and fake the signature of an electron
are expected to be the dominant background, and should contribute roughly equally to
same-sign and opposite-sign pairs. The contribution from heavy-avour decays is also ex-
pected to contribute approximately equally to same-sign and opposite-sign datasets, and is
much smaller than the background due to misidentied hadrons. Overall, 1 255 candidate
same-sign events are selected, with no signicant dierence observed between the e+e+ and
e e  datasets. In order to ascertain the reliability of this procedure, a hadron-enriched
sample is selected by requiring that one of the electron candidates is associated with a
signicant energy deposit in the HCAL, suggesting that it is likely to be a misidentied
hadron. The numbers of same-sign and opposite-sign pairs satisfying these requirements
are found to agree within 6.2%. Consequently a 6.2% uncertainty is assigned to the esti-
mated yield of background events, which corresponds to a 0.5% uncertainty on the signal
yield. In addition, simulated background datasets of Z !  decays, tt events and WW
events are generated [16, 17] and studied similarly to the dimuon nal state. These all
contribute at the level of 0.1% or less. The overall purity of the electron dataset is found
to be ee = (92:2 0:5)%.
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4 Cross-section measurement
The Z boson production cross-section is measured in bins of yZ, 

, and, for the dimuon
nal state, in bins of the boson pT. For the dimuon nal state the eciency is obtained from
per-event weights that depend on the kinematics of the muons, whereas for the dielectron
nal state the reconstruction and detection eciencies are evaluated within each bin of the
distribution. These approaches are validated using simulation.
The cross-section for the dimuon nal state in a particular bin i is determined as
Z (i) =
1
L
fFSR(i)f

unf(i)
NZ (i)X
j=1
1
"(+j ;
 
j )
;
where the index j runs over the candidates contributing to the bin, with the total num-
ber of candidates in the bin denoted by NZ (i). The total reconstruction and detection
eciency for a given event j, "(+j ;
 
j ), depends on the kinematics of each muon. The
correction factors for nal-state radiation (FSR) are denoted by fFSR(i). Corrections for
resolution eects that cause bin-to-bin migrations, where applicable, which do not change
the ducial cross-section, are denoted by funf(i). Migration of events in and out of the
overall LHCb ducial acceptance is negligible. The purity, introduced earlier, is denoted
. The integrated luminosity is denoted by L.
For the dielectron nal state the cross-section in a particular bin is determined as
eeZ (i) =
1
L
ee(i)f eeFSR(i)f
ee
MZ(i)
N eeZ (i)
"ee(i)
;
where N eeZ (i) denotes the number of candidates in bin i. The eciency associated with
reconstructing the dielectron nal state in bin i is "ee(i) and the purity is ee. The correction
for FSR from the electrons is denoted f eeFSR(i), while f
ee
MZ(i) corrects the measurement for
migrations in the dielectron invariant mass into and out of the ducial region.
For both nal states the total cross-section is obtained by summing over i. The various
correction factors are discussed below.
4.1 Eciency determination
For the measurement in the dimuon nal state, candidates are assigned a weight associated
with the probability of reconstructing each muon, and the correction for any ineciency
is applied on an event-by-event basis. Muon reconstruction eciencies are determined di-
rectly from data using the same tag-and-probe techniques as applied in previous LHCb
measurements of high-pT muons [1, 3, 5, 35]. Averaged over the muon kinematic distribu-
tions, the track reconstruction eciency is determined to be 95%, the muon identication
eciency is determined to be 95% and the single muon trigger eciency is 80%. Since either
muon can be responsible for the event passing the trigger, the overall eciency with which
candidates pass the trigger is higher, on average 95%. These eciencies are determined
as a function of the muon pseudorapidity. Eciency measurements as a function of other
variables, such as the muon pT and the detector occupancy, are studied as a cross-check,
with no signicant change in the nal results.
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For the measurement in the dielectron nal state, electron reconstruction eciencies
are determined from data and simulation for each bin of the measurement, using the same
techniques applied in previous LHCb measurements of Z! ee production [2, 4]. The use of
dierent techniques to determine eciencies to those applied in the muon channel provides
uncorrelated systematic uncertainties between the two measurements. The eciency for
electrons is factorised into similar components to those applied in the dimuon analysis,
though one extra eect is considered. The GEC eciency determines the probability that
the dielectron candidates pass the GEC present in the hardware trigger. There is no such
requirement in the dimuon trigger. The GEC eciency for dielectron data is determined
from the dimuon data, correcting for small dierences in the detector response to muons and
electrons. The average GEC eciency is 79% and exhibits a weak dependence on rapidity
and . The trigger eciency is determined directly from data using a tag-and-probe
method, and is typically 93%. The eciency with which both electrons are identied by
the calorimetry is typically 78% and is determined from simulation that has been calibrated
with data. This eciency exhibits a signicant dependence on the boson rapidity, since the
LHCb calorimeter acceptance only extends as far as   4:25. The track reconstruction
and kinematic eciency describes the eciency with which electrons that are in the ducial
region are reconstructed with pT > 20 GeV. It corrects both for failure to reconstruct a
track and for incomplete bremsstrahlung recovery incorrectly reconstructing electrons with
pT below the 20 GeV threshold. This is also determined from simulation calibrated to data,
and is on average 48%.
4.2 Resolution eects
The excellent angular resolution of the LHCb detector in comparison to the bin widths
means that no signicant bin-to-bin migrations occur in the  or yZ distributions for ei-
ther the dimuon or dielectron nal states. In addition, net migration in and out of the
overall LHCb angular acceptance is negligible. However, small migrations in the boson
pT distribution measured using the dimuon nal state are expected at low transverse mo-
menta. These eects are typically of similar size to the statistical uncertainty in each bin.
This distribution is therefore unfolded to correct for the impact of these migrations us-
ing multiplicative correction factors (dened above as funf) determined for each bin from
simulation.
4.3 Final-state radiation corrections
The data are corrected for the eect of FSR from the leptons, allowing comparison of
electron and muon nal states. The correction in each bin of the measured dierential
distributions is taken as the average of the values determined using Herwig++ [36] and
Pythia 8 [16, 17]. The two generators typically agree at the per-mille level; the mean
correction is about 2% for muons and 5% for electrons, but dependence is seen as functions
of the dierent kinematic variables studied. The strongest variation is seen as a function
of the boson pT, where the correction varies over the distribution by about 10%. The
corrections applied are tabulated in appendix A.
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4.4 Acceptance corrections
The acceptance correction f eeMZ is applied for electrons to correct for events which pass the
selection but are not in the ducial acceptance in dilepton mass. This correction factor,
typically 0.97, is determined from simulation as in previous analyses [2, 4] and cross-checked
using data. No correction is applied for muons, where the ducial acceptance is identical
to the kinematic requirement in the acceptance, and where the experimental resolution
is sucient such that net migrations in and out of the acceptance due to experimental
resolution are negligible.
4.5 Measuring ducial cross-sections
The ducial cross-sections are determined by integrating over the yZ distributions. Since
no candidates in the bin 4:25 < yZ < 4:50 are observed for electrons, a correction for this
bin is evaluated using FEWZ [24]. This correction is found to be 0.7 pb. The fraction of the
ducial cross-section expected in the bin determined using Pythia 8 simulation [16, 17] is
consistent with this estimate to within 0.1 pb. This is assigned as the uncertainty associated
with the contribution from this bin to the ducial cross-section measured in the dielectron
nal state. Consistent results are obtained when integrating over  or pT.
5 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement are estimated using the
same techniques as in previous analyses [1, 3{5]. The contributions from dierent sources
are combined in quadrature. The uncertainties on the ducial cross-section measurement
are summarised in table 1.
For both muons and electrons, the statistical precisions of the eciencies are assigned
as systematic uncertainties. For muons, the accuracy of the tag-and-probe methods used
to determine eciencies is tested in simulation, and eciencies calculated using the tag-
and-probe method are generally found to match simulated eciencies at the per-mille
level, with the largest dierence arising from the determination of the track reconstruction
eciency. An uncertainty of 1% is assigned to this eciency for each muon. The method of
treating each muon independently and applying the eciencies as a function of the muon
pseudorapidity is also studied in simulation, and is found to be accurate to better than
0.6%. This is also assigned as a systematic uncertainty. For electrons, the accuracy of the
method used to determine the trigger eciency is studied by applying it to the simulated
dataset and comparing the resulting eciencies to those directly determined in the same
dataset: no bias is observed, and no additional uncertainty is assigned. For the electron
track reconstruction eciency the relative performance in data and simulation is studied
using a tag-and-probe method and an uncertainty of 1.6% is assigned. The uncertainty
associated with potential mismodelling of the electron identication eciency is determined
by comparing between data and simulation the distributions of calorimeter energy deposits
used to identify electrons. The impact of any mismodelling is propagated through the
measurement, and an uncertainty of 1.3% is assigned. Apart from the uncertainties arising
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Source Z [%] 
ee
Z [%]
Statistical 0.5 0.9
Reconstruction eciencies 2.4 2.4
Purity 0.2 0.5
FSR 0.1 0.2
Total systematic (excl. lumi.) 2.4 2.5
Luminosity 3.9 3.9
Table 1. Summary of the relative uncertainties on the Z boson total cross-section.
from the statistical precision of the eciency evaluation, these uncertainties are treated as
fully correlated between bins. Since the eciencies are determined using dierent methods
for muons and electrons these uncertainties are taken as uncorrelated between the dimuon
and dielectron nal states.
The uncertainties on the purity estimates described in section 3 introduce uncertainties
on the overall cross-sections of 0:2% for muons and 0:5% uncertainty for electrons, treated
as correlated between all bins. For the muon analysis, the purity is assumed to be uniform
across all bins. To evaluate the uncertainty associated with this assumption, the purity is
allowed to vary in each bin, with the change from the nominal result providing an additional
uncertainty at the per-mille level for the dierential measurement.
The statistical uncertainty on the FSR corrections is treated as a systematic uncer-
tainty on the corrections. This is combined in quadrature with the dierence between the
corrections derived using the Herwig++ [36] and Pythia 8 [16, 17] simulated datasets.
The uncertainties on the FSR corrections are taken as uncorrelated between all bins.
The dimuon analysis is repeated using a momentum scale calibration and detector
alignment determined from Z !  events, in a similar approach to that documented
in ref. [37]. The impact on the measured total cross-section and the dierential yZ and
 measurements is negligible. The mean eect in any bin of transverse momentum is
typically 1% and is not statistically signicant. However this is assigned as an additional
uncertainty on the dierential cross-section in each bin of transverse momentum. While the
Z boson transverse momentum distribution is not measured in the dielectron nal state,
the momentum scale plays a larger role in the analysis of the dielectron nal state due to
the signicant eect of bremsstrahlung and migrations in electron pT across the 20 GeV
threshold. The impact of the scale around this threshold is evaluated in the same way as
in previous Z ! ee analyses at LHCb [1, 4]. A t to the min[pT(e+); pT(e )] spectrum
returns a momentum scale correction factor of 1:000  0:005 for simulation. Propagating
this uncertainty on the electron momentum scale onto the cross-section measurement yields
an uncertainty of about 0:6%, which is treated as correlated between all bins.
The transverse momentum distribution is unfolded to account for potential migration
of events between bins arising from the experimental resolution using correction factors in
each bin. A systematic uncertainty on this approach is set by considering the Bayesian
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method [38, 39] with two iterations as an alternative. The dierence between the two
approaches is at the per-mille level in each bin and is assigned as the uncertainty. As in
previous analyses [3, 5], the unfolding is studied using dierent models of the underlying
distribution, and no signicant additional variation is observed.
The only uncertainty treated as correlated between the muon and electron nal states
is the one associated with the luminosity determination. This uncertainty is determined to
be 3.9% following the procedures used in ref. [33]. The uncertainty on the FSR correction
may also be correlated, but is suciently small for the eects of such correlation to be negli-
gible. The measurement is performed for the nominal centre-of-mass energy of the colliding
beams. This energy was determined to an accuracy of 0.65% for the 4 TeV proton beams
used in earlier LHC operations [40]. No studies have yet been published for the 6.5 TeV
proton beams used here, but for calculations performed using the FEWZ generator [24] at
NNLO in pQCD, a 0.65% shift in the beam and collision energy would correspond to a shift
in the ducial cross-section of 0.9%. This is not assigned as an additional uncertainty. The
correlation matrices for the measurements of the dierential cross-section as a function of
the Z boson rapidity are given in appendix A.
6 Results
The inclusive Z boson cross-section for decays to a dilepton nal state with the dilepton in-
variant mass in the range 60 < m(``) < 120 GeV, and where the leptons have pT > 20 GeV
and 2:0 <  < 4:5, is measured in
p
s = 13 TeV pp collisions to be
Z = 198:0 0:9 4:7 7:7 pb;
eeZ = 190:2 1:7 4:7 7:4 pb:
The rst uncertainties quoted are statistical, the second arise from systematic eects, and
the third are due to the accuracy of the luminosity determination. This cross-section
is determined at the Born level in QED. Taking the luminosity uncertainty to be fully
correlated, the two measurements are consistent at the level of 1:1, and are linearly
combined to give
``Z = 194:3 0:9 3:3 7:6 pb;
where the combination minimises the sum of the statistical and systematic uncertaintes
in quadrature. The integrated cross-section in the ducial acceptance and the dieren-
tial measurement as a function of the Z boson rapidity are compared in gures 1 and 2
to the xed-order predictions for both dimuon and dielectron nal states. The measured
dierential cross-sections are tabulated in appendix A. Fixed-order predictions describe
the LHCb data well for a range of PDF sets. The measured dierential cross-section is
slightly larger than the next-to-next-to-leading order pQCD predictions at lower rapidities,
in line with observations in ref. [7]. The dierences between the PDF sets, and the PDF
uncertainties, are larger than those at lower values of
p
s. Larger LHCb datasets with
the uncertainty on the luminosity determination reduced to the level of previous studies
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Figure 1. The ducial cross-section compared between theory and data. The bands correspond
to the average of the dimuon and dielectron nal states, with the inner band corresponding to the
statistical uncertainty and the outer band corresponding to the total uncertainty. The top three
points correspond to O(2s) predictions with dierent PDF sets. The inner error bars on these
points are due to the PDF uncertainty, with the outer error bars giving the contribution of all
uncertainties. The bottom points correspond to the LHCb measurements in the dielectron and
dimuon nal states and their average, with the inner error bar showing the statistical uncertainty
and the outer error bar the total uncertainty.
(1.2%) should signicantly constrain the PDFs. The dierential cross-sections as a function
of pT and 

, normalised to the total cross-section, are shown in gures 3, 4 and 5. Since
the largest systematic eects are independent of these variables, systematic uncertainties
largely cancel when these distributions are normalised, and the uncertainties on the nor-
malised distributions are dominated by the statistical components. The LHCb data agree
better with Pythia 8 predictions than with Powheg + Pythia 8 predictions, as seen
also in previous analyses [2, 3]. The LHCb specic tune of Pythia 8 does not describe the
data signicantly better than the Monash 2013 tune. In addition, the data do not favour
a particular matching and merging scheme generated using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO.
7 Conclusions
The Z production cross-section measured in pp collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV is presented
using LHCb events where the Z boson decays to two muons or two electrons. The cross-
section is measured in a ducial acceptance dened by lepton pseudorapidity in the range
2:0 <  < 4:5, transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV, and dilepton invariant mass in the
range 60 < m(``) < 120 GeV. The cross-section is measured to be
``Z = 194:3 0:9 3:3 7:6 pb;
where the uncertainties are due to the size of the dataset, systematic eects, and the
luminosity determination respectively. In addition, the measurement is performed in bins
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Figure 2. The dierential cross-section as a function of the Z boson rapidity, compared between
theory and data. The bands correspond to the data, with the inner band corresponding to the
statistical uncertainty and the outer band corresponding to the total uncertainty. The points
correspond to O(2s) predictions with dierent PDF sets. The inner error bars on these points are
due to the PDF uncertainty, with the outer error bars giving the contribution of all uncertainties.
The dierent predictions are displaced horizontally within bins to enable ease of comparison. The
upper plot shows the dierential cross-section, and the lower plot shows the same information as
ratios to the central values of the NNPDF3.0 predictions.
of the Z boson rapidity, transverse momentum and . The measurement is compared to
theoretical predictions calculated at O(2s) in pQCD as a function of the boson rapidity.
The results do not favour any specic parton distribution function, but the dierences
between the PDF sets suggest that, with more data and a reduction in the uncertainty
associated with the luminosity determination, LHCb results will signicantly constrain the
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Figure 3. The normalised di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, compared
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correspond to the theoretical predictions from the dierent generators and tunes. The di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shows the normalised dierential cross-section, and the lower plot shows the same information as
ratios to the central values of the predictions produced using the Monash 2013 tune of Pythia 8.
The uncertainties on the theoretical predictions, visible at high , are statistical.
PDFs. The  and boson transverse momentum distributions are compared to theoretical
predictions that model higher orders in pQCD in dierent ways. No signicant deviations
are seen between the data and the Standard Model.
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A Tabulated results and correlation matrices
The FSR corrections used in this analysis are given in tables 2, 3, and 4. The bins are
indexed in increasing rapidity,  and transverse momentum, and the same binning schemes
as in refs. [3{5] are used. The bin index scheme dened in tables 2, 3, and 4 is used
throughout the appendix. The dierential cross-section results are tabulated in tables 5, 6
and 7. The correlation matrices are given in tables 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12.
Bin index Bin range fFSR f
ee
FSR
1 2.000-2.125 1.0160.005 1.0340.003
2 2.125-2.250 1.0170.004 1.0370.005
3 2.250-2.375 1.0210.002 1.0400.002
4 2.375-2.500 1.0180.002 1.0410.002
5 2.500-2.625 1.0230.003 1.0430.002
6 2.625-2.750 1.0220.003 1.0440.004
7 2.750-2.875 1.0220.002 1.0470.004
8 2.875-3.000 1.0230.003 1.0480.002
9 3.000-3.125 1.0260.002 1.0510.002
10 3.125-3.250 1.0260.002 1.0510.002
11 3.250-3.375 1.0250.004 1.0550.001
12 3.375-3.500 1.0260.005 1.0530.003
13 3.500-3.625 1.0270.002 1.0490.005
14 3.625-3.750 1.0240.002 1.0510.007
15 3.750-3.875 1.0210.003 1.0450.004
16 3.875-4.000 1.0190.019 1.0380.011
17 4.000-4.250 1.0340.014 1.0610.013
18 4.250-4.500 1.0460.119
Table 2. The FSR correction applied as a function of the boson rapidity.
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Bin index Bin range fFSR f
ee
FSR
1 0.00-0.01 1.0340.002 1.0570.002
2 0.01-0.02 1.0350.002 1.0570.001
3 0.02-0.03 1.0280.001 1.0540.001
4 0.03-0.05 1.0270.002 1.0500.002
5 0.05-0.07 1.0220.002 1.0480.001
6 0.07-0.10 1.0180.003 1.0410.002
7 0.10-0.15 1.0150.004 1.0400.004
8 0.15-0.20 1.0160.001 1.0380.003
9 0.20-0.30 1.0120.003 1.0390.002
10 0.30-0.40 1.0140.003 1.0420.003
11 0.40-0.60 1.0170.005 1.0420.002
12 0.60-0.80 1.0210.004 1.0440.007
13 0.80-1.20 1.0270.010 1.0440.004
14 1.20-2.00 1.0280.008 1.0480.007
15 2.00-4.00 1.0020.041 1.0800.023
Table 3. The FSR correction applied as a function of .
Bin index Bin range [GeV] fFSR
1 0.0-2.2 1.0900.004
2 2.2-3.4 1.0750.002
3 3.4-4.6 1.0620.003
4 4.6-5.8 1.0450.003
5 5.8-7.2 1.0290.001
6 7.2-8.7 1.0140.005
7 8.7-10.5 1.0020.007
8 10.5-12.8 0.9900.008
9 12.8-15.4 0.9840.005
10 15.4-19.0 0.9760.008
11 19.0-24.5 0.9800.005
12 24.5-34.0 1.0070.002
13 34.0-63.0 1.0350.001
14 63.0-270.0 1.0640.004
Table 4. The FSR correction applied as a function of the boson transverse momentum.
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Bin index dZ =dyZ [pb] d
ee
Z =dyZ [pb]
1 14.2  0.7  0.5  0.6 11.8  1.3  0.7  0.5
2 41.9  1.2  1.2  1.6 42.1  2.2  1.6  1.6
3 65.2  1.5  1.8  2.5 66.1  2.5  2.1  2.6
4 91.3  1.8  2.3  3.6 87.9  2.9  2.6  3.4
5 108.0  2.0  2.7  4.2 95.8  3.0  2.8  3.7
6 121.4  2.1  3.0  4.7 118.5  3.3  3.4  4.6
7 136.0  2.2  3.3  5.3 133.3  3.6  3.7  5.2
8 140.8  2.2  3.4  5.5 141.3  3.7  3.9  5.5
9 145.5  2.3  3.5  5.7 151.2  4.0  4.2  5.9
10 144.0  2.3  3.4  5.6 133.6  3.9  3.7  5.2
11 137.1  2.2  3.3  5.3 129.6  4.1  3.7  5.1
12 121.8  2.1  3.0  4.8 116.5  4.0  3.4  4.5
13 100.4  1.9  2.4  3.9 93.5  3.8  2.9  3.6
14 75.2  1.7  1.8  2.9 63.8  3.7  2.2  2.5
15 57.9  1.5  1.5  2.3 58.6  3.7  2.4  2.3
16 41.1  1.2  1.3  1.6 34.7  4.0  1.9  1.4
17 18.4  0.6  0.6  0.7 18.8  3.2  1.6  0.7
18 2.6  0.2  0.3  0.1
Table 5. The measured dierential cross-sections as a function of the boson rapidity. The rst un-
certainty is due to the size of the dataset, the second is due to experimental systematic uncertainties,
and the third is due to the luminosity.
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Bin index dZ =d

 [pb] d
ee
Z =d

 [pb]
1 1873  29  45  73 1725  49  48  67
2 1741  28  42  68 1696  49  48  66
3 1635  27  39  64 1549  47  44  60
4 1330  17  32  52 1296  30  35  51
5 983  15  24  38 955  26  27  37
6 722  10  17  28 730  19  20  28
7 471  7  11  18 432  11  12  17
8 300  5  7  12 300  10  9  12
9 160.4  2.7  3.8  6.3 152.4  4.7  4.4  5.9
10 81.2  1.9  1.9  3.2 82.6  3.6  2.7  3.2
11 38.0  0.9  0.9  1.5 34.0  1.7  1.1  1.3
12 14.72  0.58  0.36  0.57 14.71  1.01  0.63  0.57
13 6.21  0.27  0.16  0.24 4.94  0.43  0.23  0.19
14 1.289  0.086  0.043  0.050 1.213  0.148  0.080  0.047
15 0.190  0.021  0.009  0.007 0.201  0.042  0.021  0.008
Table 6. The measured dierential cross-sections as a function of . The rst uncertainty is due
to the size of the dataset, the second is due to experimental systematic uncertainties, and the third
is due to the luminosity.
Bin index dZ =dpT, Z [pb / GeV]
1 5.55  0.11  0.15  0.22
2 11.01  0.21  0.29  0.43
3 11.36  0.21  0.30  0.44
4 11.06  0.21  0.29  0.43
5 9.93  0.18  0.26  0.39
6 8.86  0.16  0.23  0.35
7 7.22  0.13  0.19  0.28
8 6.48  0.11  0.18  0.25
9 5.28  0.09  0.14  0.21
10 4.29  0.07  0.12  0.17
11 2.88  0.05  0.08  0.11
12 1.760  0.029  0.046  0.069
13 0.709  0.011  0.018  0.028
14 0.0376  0.0009  0.0010  0.0015
Table 7. The measured dierential cross-sections as a function of pT. The rst uncertainty is due
to the size of the dataset, the second is due to experimental systematic uncertainties, and the third
is due to the luminosity.
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